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RACE IN HOUT BAY:
how far from the finish line?



Statistics together
with anecdotes
tell the sa race story
Zubeida Jaffer

In just under twenty weeks! our young democracy
will be ten years old" Finding a measure to assess our
development is not easy" Economic indicators!
housing statistics and welfare grants tell part of the
story" How South Africans are living together and
interacting across racial lines cannot be easily
quantified" The SA Reconciliation Barometer! a
longitudinal survey initiated by the Institute for
Justice and Reconciliation! attempts to flesh out
quantitative detail of how far national reconciliation
has advanced"

In this newsletter! we publish part of the findings
that give an insight into the degree to which South
Africans of different races are mixing or having
contact" Interestingly! the survey has found that
there is a steady increase of trust between different
racial groups"  Between #$$% and #$$&! ten percent
fewer people regard people from other race groups
as untrustworthy" As Karin Lombard points! this will
have to be monitored over a more extensive period
of time to make any conclusive pronouncements"
Nevertheless! it does appear that with time South
Africans are learning to move beyond racial barriers
in their decision to trust or not trust their fellow
citizens"

In parallel to these findings! the SA Reconciliation
Barometer has conducted a case study of one village
in the Cape to test anecdotally the nature of race
relations and community cohesion" Hout Bay is South
Africa in microcosm and those citizens interviewed
provide useful insights into how the race game is
playing itself out"

It is for the reader to make up his or her mind about
whether these citizens are making progress towards
finding one another and learning to live together"

Zubeida Jaffer is a political analyst at the Institute
for Justice and Reconciliation.
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Half of sa: no contact
with other races

Karin Lombard

What is the state of race relations in South Africa
ten years after the death of apartheid?

A national survey conducted in April and May #$$&
can shed some light on the issue"
When asked how often they talk to South Africans
during an average day of the week! whether at work
or otherwise! #'( of respondents assert that they
never have such contact! and a further #)( report
doing so only rarely" When asked how often they
talk to people from different racial backgrounds
during social occasions in their homes or the homes
of friends! fully )'( report they never do and #&(
said they do so only rarely"

This first survey of a longitudinal project called the
SA Reconciliation Barometer involved face*to*face
interviews with &)+, South Africans of every race
and language" Respondents were interviewed in the
language of their choice! by an interviewer of the
same race as themselves" Interviews were conducted
in metropolitan and non*metropolitan areas! including
informal settlements and deep rural areas" The survey
complied with all the usual scientific requirements
and provides a reliable basis for describing the
attitudes and behaviour of South Africans"

Breaking down the data by race reveals that Whites!
Coloureds and Indians report more frequent
interaction with members of other races on any given
weekday than black South Africans" This is hardly
surprising in light of the fact that the great majority
of the South African population is black and that it
is more likely for members of the White! Coloured
and Indian minority groups to make contact with
Blacks! than it is for the mass of black South Africans
to make contact with the comparatively much smaller
groups of Indians! Coloureds and Whites" Additionally!
many black South Africans spend their days in the
country’s townships! which are very rarely visited by

?
Something to think about…

A s  a  w h o l e  )-(  o f  S o u t h  A f r i c a n s  a r e
optimistic  about their  future safety "  But
a  rac ia l  breakdown of  the  data  revea l s
that  whi lst  -)(  of  Black South Afr icans
are optimist ic !  only %)(  of  White South
Africans are "
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white! coloured and indian South Africans and are
therefore subject to a certain degree of involuntary
racial isolation" Although about a third of respondents
reveal that they would welcome more contact with
people of other races! South Africans of different
races also hold sharply differing views on the extent
of desired social contact" Only %'( of Whites wish
more frequent contact! compared to '.( of
Coloureds! with Blacks and Indians in between"
However! #$( of Blacks compared to %%( of Whites
want less frequent contact"

Whilst this finding demonstrates the long path to
meaningful integration that still lies ahead for the
nation! one must bear in mind at what stage of social
dislocation and segregation South Africa found itself
in %++)" Some have reported on how difficult it is for
many! especially older! South Africans to overcome
the distrust and lack of understanding which
characterized their interactions pre*%++)! and how
many have reacted to this rapid expansion in
opportunities for racial interaction by creating racially
homogenous ‘comfort zones’ to which to retreat to
at night"

The graphs reveal that difficulty in understanding
the customs and ways of other racial groups was
reported by ')( of respondents in #$$%! a lower
-.( in #$$# and a slightly higher -+( in #$$&" These
fluctuations are relatively insignificant and could be
due to any of a number of different factors! and
therefore undue emphasis should not be placed on
them" The more important empirical fact that even
today almost '$( of South Africans agree that they
find it difficult to understand other races is
problematic" It appears as if black South Africans

experience greater difficulty in understanding the
customs and ways of other racial groups"

Some of this could probably be attributed to the
greater extent of social isolation experienced by black
South Africans" It could also! however! be speculated
that some of this sentiment flows from the frustration
and disillusionment experienced by the millions of
black South Africans who have reaped none of the
fruits of liberation"

This resentment could be born from the harsh reality
that despite the sacrifices and suffering of black South
Africans! many are still trapped in dire poverty! whilst
most Whites appear to continue enjoying a far more
prosperous standard of living" Moreover! countless
social commentators have remarked on the apparent
unwillingness of Whites to reciprocate to the
generosity extended to them by black South Africans!
by taking greater responsibility in the reconciliation!
transformation and development drive" Xolela
Mangcu recently asserted that even “Mandela himself
became exasperated by the lack of co*operation and
reciprocity from the white community "”

Extent of Involuntary (left) and Voluntary (right) Cross-Racial Contact

?
Something to think about…

Ful ly  %&(  o f  South  Afr i cans  th ink  i t  i s
just if ied to resort  to violent means !  l ike
taking hostages or damaging property !  i f
the  government  does  not  protect  the i r
human rights "
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Not unexpectedly! the controversial question of
mixed*race marriages elicits higher levels of
disapproval! with #+( disapproving and a further
#%( uncertain" Again disapproval amongst white
South Africans is far higher than amongst any of the
other racial groups"

The picture presented by this data is one of certain
portions of the population having made remarkable
progress in reducing the extensive social distance
that existed between South Africans of different races
at the end of apartheid" At the same time! however!
certain sectors of the population are holding tightly
to stereo*typical preconceptions that create barriers
to integration" These problems manifest themselves
in the apparently solidifying difficulty which black
South Africans encounter when trying to understand
their white counterparts! and in the large*scale
inability or unwillingness of Whites to accept deeper
and more meaningful  racial  integration "

Whilst disapproval of mixed marriages probably
presents little hindrance to reconciliation!
transformation or development! a lack of voluntary
more equal contact and the inability of significant
portions of the South African public to accept
integrated schools and neighbourhoods show that
certain South Africans are very reluctant to even try
and learn to live together"

Karin Lombard is Project Co-ordinator of the SA
Reconciliation Barometer at the Institute for Justice
and Reconciliation.

Compared to the approximately '$( of respondents
claiming to have trouble understanding people of
other races! substantially fewer South Africans report
having trouble trusting people of other race groups"

Between #$$% and #$$& we see a general decrease
across all race groups in the in the vicinity of %$( in
the generalised perceptions that people from other
race groups are untrustworthy" These perceptions
will have to be monitored over a more extensive
period of t ime to make any conclusive
pronouncements! but it does appear that with time
South Africans are learning to move beyond racial
barriers in their decision to either trust or not trust
their fellow citizens"

The survey also examined the extent to which South
Africans feel comfortable with various degrees of
inter*racial integration

In response to the question whether they would
approve or disapprove of living in a neighbourhood
where more than half of all residents were members
of other race groups! more than half (-&() of all
respondents claimed they would approve! although
a substantially higher percentage of Coloureds (.)()
and Indians (')() and far lower portions of Whites
(&,() agreed"

South Africans appear more tolerant of racial
integration in the classroom than they do in their
neighbourhoods" Three quarters of respondents ('.()
reported approving of a child of another race sitting
next to their own child at school" A racial breakdown
reveals that levels of approval amongst Whites were
again lower than amongst any of the other race
groups"

Reported Difficulty in Cross-Racial Understanding (left) and Cross-racial Trust (right)
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Reconcil iat ion in
hout bay

Zubeida Jaffer

In a Cape village bordered by green mountain
slopes that flow down into the deep blue ocean,
lie all the essential elements that make up the
South African story – the rich, the poor, the white,
the black, the brown, those with homes and those
without, those with jobs and those without.  Hout
Bay, a coastal village about 20km from Cape Town,
is South Africa in microcosm. It is the place where
the indigenous people of the Cape, the Khoi-Khoi,
long before the arrival of the Dutch colonialists,
are known to have lived in shelters earning the
reputation of being the first known fisherman of
this landmark fishing village. They gathered
shellfish from the rocks and trapped fish in the
estuary.

Perhaps it is fitting today that this village stands
at the cutting edge of change in the new South
Africa.  A wide range of interviews with different
sections of this village has shown how citizens,
for the first time equal, are grappling with a new
reality.  Hout Bay is no longer classified “white”
as it was under apartheid.  And yet the geographic
divisions entrenched under that system are self-
evident. The white community that makes up half
the population continue to occupy 96 percent of
the land. The harbour community, which is
predominantly coloured and the Imizamu Yethu
community, which is predominantly black, have
access to about 4 percent of the land – a telling
legacy of the Group Areas Act that denied those
“other than white” to acquire property. While
laws no longer entrench racial divisions, the spatial
arrangements of apartheid continue to impact on
daily life. What has come together now is a
conjuncture of many histories and many spaces.

On the eve of the country’s %$th anniversary of
democracy! the SA Reconciliation Barometer team
spoke with citizens about the levels of integration in
this coastal village"

For four years now! Belinda Du Plessis! #.! has been
attending the former white church in Hout Bay" She
was born in Hout Bay and was one of the children of
the families who hid away in the bushes for decades"
 She lives in the small area within Hout Bay known
as Imizamu Yethu! where those without homes living
in the white section were moved to in %++%" “All my
life! I was with the coloured church!” she said" “Now
about a third of the white church is black"” Her
children are at the private Hout Bay Christian School
where they also mix with children of other races" The
problem is that when they come home to Imizamu
Yethu! “there is no hope" Here they learn something

else!” she said" The lack of space and land represents
a huge problem for her" “We campaigned for houses!
security and comfort" But where are those houses!
security and comfort now?” she asks" “I feel we have
been just dumped here"” Belinda is ambivalent about
her situation" On the one hand! she smiles when
speaking of the church and school" On the other hand!
she weeps when she speaks of the overcrowding
where she now continues to live in a corrugated iron
shack"

Her aunt! Emily Smith! -&! who lives close to her!
perhaps expresses this ambivalence best" Unlike
Belinda! Emily is one of the first people to have been
the recipient of a brick house" Despite the fact that
she has never lived in a brick house all her life! she
says she cannot say how she feels about it" “I feel
very happy on the one side and on the other side! I
feel unhappy!” she said" “This is too tight" We are too
tight" We were more spread out in the bush" There
is no place for the children to play"”

Patrick Woko! )$! runs a little grocery shop in a shack"
He was born and grew up in the hills of Hout Bay"
Growing up in Hout Bay was for him like continually
making “a fast getaway from a lion"” “You got this
pumping rush and next thing you are running!
running!” he said" While his life has changed for the
better because no one has the right to chase him out
any longer! he has the impression that the white
community believes that Hout Bay belongs to them"
“We are just looked at as squatters because we are
not ratepayers!” he said" “The ratepayers have a better
say than us!” he said"

Emily Smith
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Patrick Woko

For him! the lack of mixing in the bars indicates what
a long way the community has to go" “Hout Bay should
be available to everybody" Yet none of us go and sit in
a bar" I cannot see why people cannot sit in a bar and
drink instead of bringing everything to where we stay"”
He would like to see everybody utilise existing facilities"
“We do not live on an island" We live in Hout Bay"”

Through the church! John Stella! &.! takes groups of
children from the different sections of Hout Bay on ice*
skating outings" “There’s no problem between the
children!” he said" “It’s more from about %) upward that
the friction starts"” He describes race relations as good!
but as a citizen from the white section! he seldom goes
into the harbour area where the fisherfolk live" He used
to visit community leaders in Imizamu Yethu but was
attacked by a former employee when he entered the
area one day and now is too fearful to visit" He attributes
a major source of tension between races to
overcrowding" There has been an influx of thousands
of people over the past few years" According to John!
people in surrounding Clifton and Camps Bay do not
provide accommodation for their staff" “The Atlantic
Sea Board! Constantia and Bishopscourt should all share
or make land available to accommodate the people they
employ!” he said" “Why should we bear the brunt of it?”

Christina Adams! .$! lives in the harbour area" Living in
Hout Bay for -% years now! she recalls a time when
Hout Bay was predominantly coloured" “When the
whites started coming! we had to move!” she said"
“Those days! you could not walk too close to their fences"
It was as if we did not exist!” she said" “But today they
cannot say anything to us because we can say things
back" I am also a lady"” She is also self*critical" “We do
not have the attitude we should have!” she said" “We
are all people and must get on with one another" Yet
we coloured people are as much too blame as the black
people" We say we do not like the kaffirs – they get
everything and they are this and that – this is what we
say"”

Editha Wilson! -'! is a pre*primary teacher and believes
that reconciliation will happen in Hout Bay over time"
But for now she says racism is working both ways"
“There tends to be an automatic assumption that if
you’re white! you are a baddy" And that you are trying
to take advantage in some way or another!” she said"
About the black community! she said: “I don’t have a
hell of a lot to do with them" Except for the parents I
meet through the school"” There are about three or four
black and brown children in a class of #)" “What is
getting in the way more than anything are the basic
cultural differences"”  She senses a lot of resentment in
the white community" “I think there is a lot of
resentment among people who have worked hard for
where they’ve got!” she said" “We are paying through
our noses with our taxes and rates and everything else
and are getting back very little for what we are giving"
And we are told! well! sorry! you are not a priority –
that’s demotivating for people like us"”

Christina Smit! )+! alludes to fresh tensions between
Afrikaans*speaking and Xhosa*speaking inhabitants of
Imizamu Yethu"  Christina was born in Hout Bay in the
hills where her mother too was born and died" Some
newcomers to the area in search of work and
accommodation refer to her as a “malawu”! which she
considers to be a pejorative term for a coloured person"
“They say we stood with the boers that time!” she said"
“But we had it as hard as they that time"”

Her friend is Julia Mantemba Sitimela! -+! who is Xhosa*
speaking but she explains this as being part of a historical
relationship" “We grew up together" We get along" I
can say nothing about those people that we grew up
with" We are inter*married"”

Theodore Veerapen! -$! lives in Imizamu Yethu" He is
English*speaking! classified coloured under apartheid
and is married to a Xhosa*speaking woman" “There is a
lot of racism!” he said" “Some coloured people call black
people ‘kaffirs’" Some blacks call coloureds ‘malawu’ and
whites are still exploiting black people" Some people
are finding one another but the majority are not"” His
+ year*old daughter gives him hope" He is paying for
her to attend a Model C school where “the racial mix is
fair"” “That is how it should have been when I went to
school!” he said" “Everybody is a person! irrespective of
the colour! group or culture! so that is how it should
be"

It is going to improve at a very slow pace"”
On closer examination! it is clear that racial tension
amongst coloureds and blacks flows from the fight over
scarce resources" The people who are viewed as
newcomers are staking their claims on housing and
land! and they are Xhosa*speaking people! working in
areas surrounding Hout Bay" Those who grew up
historically in Hout Bay! black and brown forged
some kind of relationship through shared adversity and
see themselves as now having to compete with others
who have moved in over the past eight years or so"

Way back in %++%! a UCT survey found the number of
shack dwellers in Imizamu Yethu to be just over #$$$"
Today residents in the settlement and in broader Hout
Bay estimate the population figures to stand at %,!$$$"
The results from the survey revealed that the most
common language spoken was Xhosa (.+ percent) and
Afrikaans (%. percent)" Other languages spoken include
Portuguese (spoken by people who originally came from
Angola to work on the boats) English and Zulu"
Citizens interviewed have vivid memories of the past
that impact on their present behaviour" “We were
treated like dogs!” said Edward van Blerk! ))! a fisherman
from the harbour area" He was born in Hout Bay and
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so were his mother and his grandmother" He remembers
the time when his family was moved to the harbour
area! when the coloured community that constituted
the majority of people in the area was squeezed into
the flats in the harbour" “They just plonked us down
here!” he said" “If they had not! we would still have been
staying near Kronendal where we had big places with
land to grow our own vegetables"” He said that some
lived along the beach! others near the luscious hills
bordering the road into Constantia" “We were all
moved"” He has bad memories of the time" “The police
used to get on us on the road! stop us! smack us and
make us scared!” he said" “For them it was fun" They
did this on the street not on people’s properties" We
were scared all the time"”

Emily Smith’s parents! who were the well*known
Anthony couple who fought for rights to the land for
many years! had both been born in Hout Bay" Speaking
in Afrikaans she said: “My father always said this is our
plot here in the hills" It belonged to us" This is where
we grew up! got married and had our children!” she
said" Despite being repeatedly chased away and their
shacks being demolished by the council! the family kept
on returning because they knew of no other place they
could call home" “When they pulled down our shacks!
we had to sleep outside with our small children and just
pull a plastic sheet over us!” she said" “Early in the
morning! they would come and even take that sheet
away" Then we just get more sheets and put up a ramp!”
she said" And so the years passed by – the families in
constant motion"

To survive during the apartheid years! Julie Mantemba
Sitemela! -+! changed her name to Julia Davids" By
pretending she was coloured! she could stay more easily
in Hout Bay" “They arrested the women and put them
in Pollsmoor those years!” she said" She learned to speak
Afrikaans and worked as a domestic all her adult life"
“It was a bitter time those years!” she said" “The post*
office was separate! the beach was separate! and we
were sprayed with teargas"”

Way back in the seventies when she first arrived in
Hout Bay! Jackie Ravenscroft! -+! came to discover
there were “little African communities right up in the
mountain hiding away"” Jackie who has lived in Hout
Bay for over &$ years now was one of a handful of
whites who helped them avoid detection" “We had a
friend who was a gatekeeper where the trucks were
kept (that raided communities)" He’d call out when
they left and we’d go up there to warn the people"” She
knew she had about two quarters of an hour or so and
beat her way through the Port Jackson bushes" “OK!
people! they’re on their way"” If they were not warned
in time! they were arrested" “They arrested the men"
But sometimes they arrested the women as well!” she
said" Once at night during mid*winter! she heard of a
raid" When she went up there! she found %. children!
under the age of %#! who had run away" She brought
them to her place and looked after them until their
parents came out of jail"

Eventually! during the mid*eighties as resistance to
apartheid grew! the homeless in Hout Bay ended their
silence" They campaigned for the right to live legally in
Hout Bay! where many of them had worked for decades"
Along the leafy entrance road to Hout Bay! scores of
people moved down from the hillsides at night! snaking
in a long line bearing lit candles in protest" Their
committee represented five different groups of  “illegals”

spread across the area" The campaign brought results"
In %++%! government moved the “illegals” to a piece of
land that is now known as Imizamu Yethu" But this in
itself was done without proper consultation" At the
time! the Hout Bay Action Committee and the Hout
Bay Squatters Coordinating Committee warned  ‘the
problem is far from solved’ and vowed to intensify the
struggle for permanent land" Vanessa Mathews of the
Coordinating Committee said: “They have dumped the
people here to meet the deadline that was looming"
This final decision to move the squatters onto this piece
of land was not ours but that of the government!” she
said" “This must be made clear to all our friends! as well
as our enemies"” Ironically! the government decision
was not welcomed by white residents either"

Together with two international colleagues! UCT
academic Don Foster collected a set of .% letters sent
to local newspapers between %+,+ and %++)" These
letters! they said! “provided a medium through which
the private views of Hout Bay citizens became part of
the public debate…” They noticed a recurrent theme –
that a squatter camp is simply misplaced in Hout Bay"
A specific conception of place identity is used to imply
that squatters are foreign to Hout Bay" The extracts
from the letters show no acknowledgement that the
coloured community was spread all over Hout Bay in
the past! that many had lived in the area longer than
many of their white counterparts" There is also no
acknowledgement that black people brought in to work
in the factories and on the sea were denied family
housing and had to live up in the hills and hide their
wives and children" British and German foreigners now
buying up properties in the area are not the focus of
this reaction against the foreign"

There were several problems at the new site that
continues to dog resolution of an apartheid problem"
“The '&square metre plots were too small and had
resulted in a ‘lot of chaos’"” “The government had
promised the site would be prepared when the people
moved in but when they did they found no laid
boundaries and unserviced plots"” “There were no
recreational facilities for children or the community"”

Some of the new houses recently constructed in
Imizamu Yethu.
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the men" But sometimes they arrested the women
as well!” she said" Once at night during mid*winter!
she heard of a raid" When she went up there! she
found %. children! under the age of %#! who had run
away" She brought them to her place and looked after
them until their parents came out of jail"

Eventually! during the mid*eighties as resistance to
apartheid grew! the homeless in Hout Bay ended
their silence" They campaigned for the right to live
legally in Hout Bay! where many of them had worked
for decades" Along the leafy entrance road to Hout
Bay! scores of people moved down from the hillsides
at night! snaking in a long line bearing lit candles in
protest" Their committee represented five different
groups of  “illegals” spread across the area" The
campaign brought results" In %++%! government moved
the “illegals” to a piece of land that is now known as
Imizamu Yethu" But this in itself was done without
proper consultation" At the time! the Hout Bay Action
Committee and the Hout Bay Squatters Coordinating
Committee warned  ‘the problem is far from solved’
and vowed to intensify the struggle for permanent
land" Vanessa Mathews of the Coordinating
Committee said: “They have dumped the people here
to meet the deadline that was looming" This final
decision to move the squatters onto this piece of land
was not ours but that of the government!” she said"
“This must be made clear to all our friends! as well as
our enemies"” Ironically! the government decision
was not welcomed by white residents either" Together

with two international colleagues! UCT academic Don
Foster collected a set of .% letters sent to local
newspapers between %+,+ and %++)" These letters!
they said! “provided a medium through which the
private views of Hout Bay citizens became part of
the public debate…” They noticed a recurrent theme
– that a squatter camp is simply misplaced in Hout
Bay" A specific conception of place identity is used
to imply that squatters are foreign to Hout Bay" The
extracts from the letters show no acknowledgement
that the coloured community was spread all over
Hout Bay in the past! that many had lived in the area
longer than many of their white counterparts" There
is also no acknowledgement that black people brought
in to work in the factories and on the sea were denied
family housing and had to live up in the hills and hide
their wives and children" British and German
foreigners now buying up properties in the area are
not the focus of this reaction against the foreign"

There were several problems at the new site that
continues to dog resolution of an apartheid problem"
“The '&square metre plots were too small and had
resulted in a ‘lot of chaos’"” “The government had
promised the site would be prepared when the people
moved in but when they did they found no laid
boundaries and unserviced plots"” “There were no
recreational facilities for children or the community"”

Jackie Ravenscroft

Overcrowding in the harbour section.
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“Land was only allocated to squatters in the white
community but not to those in the harbour area that
led to tensions between two groups of squatters"”

Many of those interviewed pointed to the split in
community leadership in both Imizamu Yethu and
in the former white section"  In Imizamu Yethu! some
of the original Hout Bay inhabitants have formed
themselves into an organization called Sinethemba!
which is separate from the local committee"
Sinethemba members are resisting the encroachment
of newcomers to the area who construct their shacks
in the night and stake their claims to the confined
land" Thrown into this division is competition between
the ANC and DA"

In the white section! there are three organizations"
The Hout Bay Ratepayers Association (HBRA)! the
Hout Bay Residents Association and the North Shore
Forum" The HBRA is a civic body that represents the
interests of ratepaying citizens of Hout Bay across a
range of issues" The Residents Association is a
formation that is committed to “accepting the South
Africaness of Hout Bay”" While there have been
efforts to link up all the different interest groups in
the area! a coordinating committee that could build
community cohesion has yet to emerge "

The elements of such cooperation are not completely
absent" A leadership with vision could move this
conglomeration of interests towards greater cohesion
and a shared future"

Mixed youth activities are for Theodore Veerapen! a
source for integration" “The churches have been
getting sports groups together on a very small basis"
If we are looking to integrate this community! we
should start on the sports field" We are moving in
the right direction but very slowly!” he said"

John Stella also places his faith in the youth" He works
with a number of different youth church groups" One
of the groups is Youth (Young Ones United Together
in Hope)" Youth is for teenagers from %# to about #-!
coming mainly from the Harbour area" “Let’s try and
do something for the community no matter what
race and age!” he said" He advises the SA Reconciliation
Barometer to get the opinion of the youth" “The old
people will tell you the same story – what has
happened – you cannot change what has happened
in the last #$ to &$ years here" But the youth can
make a difference" Many of them are quite willing to
cooperate in projects! educational and youth centers!”
he said"

Jackie Ravenscroft said that integration requires
personal links" “Not! I’m the giver and you’re the
receiver"” She speaks from experience" She once got
funding from an Australian couple to sponsor a
hairdressing business in Imizamu Yethu" They found

a place to put the container for the business" As part
of a barter agreement! Jackie did the garden of the
person on whose property the container partly stood"

Chlidren in Imizamu Yethu.
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As she dug in the garden! a crowd came around and
asked what she was doing" “I got a garden job for the
day!” she said" They all laughed" “You know! here is
this white woman digging in a black man’s garden"
How the tables have turned" There was this laughter
going on" It was such good fun – so good to be part
of the community in a small way"” She is highly critical
of the separation between people" “Whites retreat
into their castles and close their electronic gates" They
open it to let their maid and gardeners in and let
them out at night" They don’t know where their maids
go at night" They are scared"” She feels children should
be exposed to African culture at schools" “They need
to know their spirit of generosity" How they share!
even if they have nothing"”

Edward van Blerk spends some of his weekends in
Imizamu Yethu" “We sit together! we drink together
and we talk together"” His relationship with whites
has changed considerably" The old master*servant
relationship has changed"  “The time of sir and madam
is past!” he said" “I see now that there are some white
people who care"” The authorities needed to treat
citizens equitably to end divisions" Edward is
concerned that more resources are being directed
towards Imizamu Yethu! with the harbour community
being neglected" “How is the government working?
We have an overflow of children and now have to
collect monies to pay teachers" What they do for the
one! they must do for the other – not give to some
homeless and not to others"”

For Patrick Woko! people need to let go of their fears
and learn to work into the white section without
fear" “You can let go and live a normal life" When I
come to them! I also talk to them and tell them" We
can do something with our little bit of freeness"”

The Cape Town Unicity is involved in an initiative
that suggests the possibility of greater cooperation
amongst different groups in Hout Bay" Bon Gertz!
.&! who has lived in the area for )$ years! is one of
the people involved in the Imagine Hout Bay Project!
started by the local authorities"  “Across race and
class! everybody wants the same thing!” said Bon"
“We have great hopes" Some dear chap said: you
come to my house and I come to your house and we
eat lasagne" We are united through sharing our
culture"”  They held a pilot workshop with people
from all sections of the community" The Unicity team
is expected to soon set up an Interim Development
Forum involving all races" “Of course you’ll always
get some conservative! racist people! but by and large!
I think there is a real! real willingness from whites to

be accommodating! to be reasonable!” she said"

While Belinda Du Plessis says her aim is to work hard
and move out of Imizamu Yethu with her two
children! she is pleased about the levels of mixing"
“What is nice about the kids is that these ones are
teaching those ones Afrikaans and they are teaching
them Xhosa" There is more mixing now" Some black
people are fine" Others are not" I think that if we all
stand together and just be one! it is possible that we
can all live together"”

Despite the goodwill expressed by so many! a serious
effort to provide adequate housing and land for those
who do not have will be the only solid basis for a
lasting sense of cohesion in this area – once again
pointing to the intimate connection between material
well*being and national reconciliation"

Residents will also have to let go of their place
constructions portraying some as an intrusive
misplaced group that! according to Don Foster!
justifies familiar practices of division and exclusion"
If Hout Bay rises to the challenge! it will be many
steps ahead of other villages and towns throughout
South Africa grappling with similarly difficult issues"

Zubeida Jaffer is a political analyst at the Institute
for Justice and Reconciliation. With additional
research by Somaya Abdullah and Karin Cronje

Belinda Du Plessis
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Some optimism about
the future of race
relations
Karin Lombard

The SA Reconciliation Barometer survey also asked
South Africans their opinions about the future of race
relations in the country" The data reveal a relatively
high level of optimism"

Although the graphs reveal a slight increase in
confidence in a happy future for all races! the change
is relatively insignificant" What is significant is that
three quarters of all South Africans feel optimistic
about future race relations"

Once disaggregated by race! some significant
differences become clear" Black South Africans appear
more hopeful and positive about future race relations
than any of the other population groups! with Whites
and Indians the least positive" Although the trend
could once again prove inconsequential! it would
appear that the confidence of Whites decreased!
whilst that of Coloureds increased substantially" These
trends will have to be monitored over a much longer
time to make any conclusive findings"

The survey also asked respondents whether they
thought that race relations were in actual fact
improving or deteriorating" The recent racial incident
at Edgemead High School has! once again! placed
considerable focus on race relations once again" Does
this one highly publicized event tell a national story
of inter*racial contact?It would seem that most South
Africans view this incident as the exception rather
than the rule"  Almost half of all South Africans report
witnessing an improvement in race relations! whilst

less than %&( report noticing some deterioration"
Once again the different population groups reveal
different opinions" Indian and black South Africans
report a more positive evaluation than Whites! with
Coloureds in between"

But is this simply wishful thinking" It may well be!
but at the same time South Africans appear relatively
committed to making an effort to bridge racial divides"
Fully .,( of South Africans support government
action to require Radio and TV stations to have more
shows where South Africans can talk to each other
about things like transformation and nation*building"

Although support for such moves is about half as
high amongst Whites as it is amongst Blacks! overall
national support remains high" This reveals a certain
willingness to enter into dialogue with each other
and address the more troublesome issues that impede
racial reconciliation"

The high level of approval of such action is probably
not evident in the everyday actions of these very
same South Africans! and hence it would seem that
some ‘outside’ catalyst to get the conversation going
is often what is needed" Whilst the government and
the media are two clear and easy option! there are
probably many others – they simply have to heed
their call"

Karin Lombard is Project Co-ordinator of the SA
Reconciliation Barometer at the Institute for Justice
and Reconciliation.

Fishermen in the Houtbay harbour

South Africans confident of a happy future
 for all races

South Africans reporting that the relationship
between the races is improving.



THE SA
RECONCILIATION BAROMETER
TRACKING SOCIO *POLITICAL TRENDS

T h e  R e c o n c i l i a t i o n  B a r o m e t e r  p r o j e c t  o f  t h e  I n s t i t u t e  f o r  J u s t i c e  a n d
R e c o n c i l i a t i o n  i s  a  l o n g i t u d i n a l  s t u d y  t h a t  m o n i t o r s  t h e  r e c o n c i l i a t i o n
p r o c e s s "  T h r o u g h  r e g u l a r  a u d i t s  o f  a c t u a l  s o c i a l !  p o l i t i c a l  a n d  e c o n o m i c
transformation;  b i *annual  nat ional  surveys  and ongoing anecdotal  analys is
of  soc io *pol i t ica l  t rends !  the  Barometer  seeks  to  f ind  some answers  to  the
q u e s t i o n  o f  h o w  t h e  c o u n t r y ’ s  r e c o n c i l i a t i o n  p r o c e s s  i s  g o i n g "
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